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Life Progressions

 We are born into an existing progression of change, through which we evolve and grow
 during our lifetime. Being conscious of our position in this succession of change helps us more
 clearly define and understand ourselves. An awareness of our current life situation relative to a
 larger, evolving chain of events helps us negotiate the challenges that confront us in our daily
 lives. 

 This Life Progression report (based on the technique of Secondary progressions) describes
 experiences and understandings relative to particular aspects, thus depicting the effect of these
 planetary aspects on an individual. The report covers a period of at least one year. The time
 period covered by the text varies according to the nature of the astrological event associated
 with each paragraph. A paragraph referring to a progressed Moon will cover a much shorter
 period than one referring to the zodiacal sign on a progressed house cusp.

 This report is intended to enhance the natal chart, not to replace it. The two go
 hand-in-hand. The progressed chart brings to fruition the promises of the natal chart.

Janice Joplin
Jan 19, 1943
09:45:00 AM CWT +05:00
Port Arthur, TX
093W55'43", 29N53'55"

Progressed Chart
Dec  1, 2015
09:45:00 AM CWT +05:00
Port Arthur, TX
093W55'43", 29N53'55"

Planet Sign Position House
Sun Capricorn 28°Cp40' 12th
Moon Cancer 08°Ca49' 05th
Mercury Aquarius 09°Aq29' R 12th
Venus Aquarius 14°Aq02' 12th
Mars Sagittarius 24°Sg48' 10th
Jupiter Cancer 19°Ca05' R 05th
Saturn Gemini 05°Ge53' R 03rd
Uranus Gemini 00°Ge44' R 03rd
Neptune Libra 02°Li00' R 07th
Pluto Leo 06°Le16' R 06th
Midheaven Sagittarius 07°Sg15'
Ascendant Aquarius 25°Aq33'

Planet Sign Position House
Sun Aries 11°Ar51' 11th
Moon Pisces 10°Pi08' 10th
Mercury Aries 09°Ar53' 11th
Venus Taurus 14°Ta00' 12th
Mars Aquarius 18°Aq43' 09th
Jupiter Cancer 15°Ca54' 02nd
Saturn Gemini 08°Ge16' 01st
Uranus Gemini 01°Ge46' 12th
Neptune Libra 00°Li23' R 05th
Pluto Leo 04°Le59' R 03rd
Midheaven Aquarius 20°Aq27'
Ascendant Gemini 07°Ge48'
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Progressions for Janice Joplin

Symbol for Progressed Sun on Jan 1, 2015 at 11° Aries 
 The president of the republic or ruler of his country is presented. IDEALIZATION

Progressed Positions for the Year 2015
Month Moon Hs Sun Mercury Venus Ascend MidHvn
Jan 27°Aq07' 10 10°Ar57' 08°Ar02' 12°Ta53' 06°Ge52' 19°Aq33'
Feb 28°Aq20' 10 11°Ar02' 08°Ar13' 13°Ta00' 06°Ge57' 19°Aq38'
Mar 29°Aq25' 10 11°Ar07' 08°Ar22' 13°Ta05' 07°Ge02' 19°Aq42'
Apr 00°Pi38' 10 11°Ar12' 08°Ar32' 13°Ta11' 07°Ge07' 19°Aq47'
May 01°Pi48' 10 11°Ar16' 08°Ar42' 13°Ta17' 07°Ge12' 19°Aq52'
Jun 03°Pi01' 10 11°Ar22' 08°Ar52' 13°Ta23' 07°Ge17' 19°Aq57'
Jul 04°Pi11' 10 11°Ar26' 09°Ar02' 13°Ta29' 07°Ge22' 20°Aq02'
Aug 05°Pi23' 10 11°Ar31' 09°Ar12' 13°Ta35' 07°Ge27' 20°Aq07'
Sep 06°Pi36' 10 11°Ar36' 09°Ar23' 13°Ta42' 07°Ge33' 20°Aq12'
Oct 07°Pi46' 10 11°Ar41' 09°Ar33' 13°Ta48' 07°Ge38' 20°Aq17'
Nov 08°Pi58' 10 11°Ar46' 09°Ar43' 13°Ta54' 07°Ge43' 20°Aq22'
Dec 10°Pi08' 10 11°Ar51' 09°Ar53' 14°Ta00' 07°Ge48' 20°Aq27'

Symbol for Progressed Sun on Jan 1, 2016 at 12° Aries 
 A flock of white geese is seen in flight overhead. EXPERIMENTATION

Progressed Positions for the Year 2016
Month Moon Hs Sun Mercury Venus Ascend MidHvn
Jan 11°Pi21' 10 11°Ar56' 10°Ar03' 14°Ta06' 07°Ge53' 20°Aq32'
Feb 12°Pi33' 10 12°Ar01' 10°Ar14' 14°Ta12' 07°Ge58' 20°Aq37'
Mar 13°Pi40' 10 12°Ar06' 10°Ar23' 14°Ta18' 08°Ge03' 20°Aq42'
Apr 14°Pi53' 10 12°Ar11' 10°Ar33' 14°Ta24' 08°Ge08' 20°Aq47'
May 16°Pi02' 10 12°Ar16' 10°Ar43' 14°Ta30' 08°Ge13' 20°Aq51'
Jun 17°Pi15' 10 12°Ar21' 10°Ar54' 14°Ta36' 08°Ge18' 20°Aq56'
Jul 18°Pi24' 10 12°Ar26' 11°Ar04' 14°Ta42' 08°Ge23' 21°Aq01'
Aug 19°Pi36' 10 12°Ar31' 11°Ar14' 14°Ta48' 08°Ge28' 21°Aq06'
Sep 20°Pi48' 10 12°Ar36' 11°Ar25' 14°Ta54' 08°Ge34' 21°Aq11'
Oct 21°Pi58' 11 12°Ar41' 11°Ar35' 15°Ta00' 08°Ge39' 21°Aq16'
Nov 23°Pi10' 11 12°Ar46' 11°Ar45' 15°Ta06' 08°Ge44' 21°Aq21'
Dec 24°Pi19' 11 12°Ar50' 11°Ar55' 15°Ta12' 08°Ge49' 21°Aq26'
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Report for Janice Joplin
Your Life Progressions for Dec  1, 2015

Gemini  on the First Cusp 
 Mental or physical activity is pronounced. There is a desire to expand your mind through

 new studies, writing, lecturing, or exchange of ideas. The physically active may take an interest
 in new sports such as golf, bowling, racquetball, walking, or jogging. Situations will develop
 that will take you into many diversified directions at one time. Many tasks will go undone until
 you determine your priorities in rank of importance. You have a positive approach to your own
 personal capabilities. Variable sources for financial gain are possible, for it is very likely that
 more than one vocational outlet has held your attention or will in the near future. The affairs of
 brothers and sisters, correspondences, and short travels will dominate much of your spare time.
 A proper exercise program and relaxation can do wonders in renewing your vitality. The
 position of your progressed ascendant ruler, Mercury, can provide additional insight to new
 circumstances and motivational influences touching your life at this time.

Saturn  in the  First  House
 A personality change may occur in anyone who, during the formative years, has progressed

 Saturn entering the progressed first house. Youth finds it difficult to handle the restrictive and
 delaying elements of this placement. As a result, one may rebel against what they feel are
 unnecessary hindrances and undue responsibilities. Some may become belligerent against those
 in authority whom they feel are bearing down too heavily on them. A serious state of mind or
 mental depression and a lack of self-confidence may be present. Constant encouragement and
 praise in their accomplishments (no matter how minor), coupled with lots of affection, can help
 to smooth these difficult times. Braces on the teeth, skin problems, or correction of the bony
 structure of the body often accompany this placement. Should Saturn progress to the first house
 during adult years, there is a readiness for assuming responsibilities. Organizing ability is
 enhanced. Others recognize your strength and endurance in handling difficult tasks. As a result,
 you may be placed in a supervisory position. The government, political parties, or individuals
 of rank and authority, a parent, or an older individual will have a long-range influence upon
 your life. Soup and hot beverages can do wonders in warding off chills and colds during the
 change of seasons. 

 Ascendant Trine Neptune (Prg-Nat) Feb  4, 2016
 You are developing a subtle yet charming personality. This will help in gaining many new

 friends and associates who will be supportive of your new and unusual creative projects. Your
 intuitive and psychic ability should provide a protective influence in detecting those who are
 deceptive and trying to take unfair advantage of your sympathetic nature. New and unusual
 people, as well as many pleasant experiences, should make this trend an interesting experience. 
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Cancer  on the Second Cusp 
 Personal contacts with the general public will play an important role in your financial

 picture. You are very sensitive to what the public wants and needs. Interest in real estate and
 personal security may inspire you to purchase a home. You have a tendency to attract money to
 you, and once you acquire it your tenacious nature hangs onto it. Family members, domestic
 matters, or your spouse will have some influence over your financial decisions and actions. It
 will not be easy to follow your own inclinations once your emotions are aroused. An
 inheritance is possible, and a parent can be a source of financial gain or drain.

Jupiter  in the  Second  House
 The element of luck prevails, sometimes at the last minute, just when an overdue bill begins

 to concern you. This type of protection can arrive through a forgotten dividend check, a bonus,
 winning a football pool, or at bingo. A stroke of luck always seems to protect you from
 financial stress. A strong sense of fairness in the handling of finances will draw respect from
 others. There is a disliking for underhanded tactics in monetary affairs, as "your cards are
 clearly on the table." It is possible that travel expenses may be covered by your place of
 employment or organization. Financial aid proves beneficial for those seeking to further their
 education. Published material, the printing industry, or teaching can also aid in possible
 financial increase. A lawsuits or seeking judgment against another is possible. In-laws, contacts
 with individuals in distant cities, foreigners, or people of different race, background, and creed
 are likely to have an effect upon your finances. 

 Ascendant Semisquare Jupiter (Prg-Prg) Jan 12, 2015
 You tend to overestimate yourself and, in the process, take on more projects than you can

 adequately handle. Invariably your endeavors go unfinished and promises are broken, giving
 you the reputation of being somewhat undependable. Be wary of false friends -- those who try
 to use you to their own advantage. Conflicts are likely with people who may be opposed to your
 ideas. The desire to be of importance can lead to expanded views and extravagant tendencies.
 Blood disorders, liver complaints, or growth of tumors may be associated with this trend. 

Cancer  on the Third Cusp 
 An imaginative, emotional, and reserved mentality prevails. Criticism from others, even

 when offered in the most constructive manner, can leave you feeling resentful. You may just
 withdraw and later rehash in your mind what you should have said in retaliation. Expect
 fluctuation in moods and temperament to occur from time to time. Circumstances during this
 trend may increase mental activity, paperwork, or communications to be handled from the
 home base. Brothers and sisters may look to you for maternal/paternal support. You may have
 to come to terms with a sibling in connection with parental affairs.

Pluto  in the  Third  House
 You have, or soon will develop, a very penetrative mind, with strong opinions that need to

 be expressed intensely and sometimes forcefully. There may be a powerful desire to research
 deeply into scientific or occult studies. An air of secrecy surrounds matters connected with
 short trips and communications. Others may be related to resolving income tax problems, social
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 security benefits, alimony, car insurance, and other joint financial resources. On occasion you
 may receive financial reimbursements in the mail from health or dental plans, unemployment
 compensation, insurance, or investment dividends. An emotional experience with death, sex, or
 life hereafter may bring about a cynical or uplifting change in mental attitude. Departures may
 occur among brothers and sisters, or you may have joint financial dealings concerned with
 insurance, wills, and inheritance. 

Leo  on the Fourth Cusp 
 There is a desire to enrich your home surroundings in lavish colors and mirrors. You want

 to make your home a lovely showplace for entertaining friends. Children and their affairs will
 play an active role in your home environment. Look for new and creative outlets that you can
 distribute from the home base. This sign is associated with heart, eye, or back problems in
 connection with a parent.

Virgo  on the Fifth Cusp 
 If you are having trouble finding the perfect romantic partner, it could be that there aren't

 any. If you are lonely and unhappy, chances are you may be too selective. Try and overlook
 their faults. You may discover a warm, caring person beneath the surface. You need a hobby
 that has practical merits, such as cake decorating, dress or cabinet making. Be patient with
 children. Being too demanding of perfection can plant the seed for chronic health and stomach
 problems. This sign is connected with investments dealing with health foods, hygiene products,
 grain, dry cleaning establishments, and restaurants.

Neptune  in the  Fifth  House
 There is tremendous imaginative and creative ability. This is a good time to return to the

 classroom for studies in art, music, dancing, psychology, or photography. A new sport may
 interest you that involves subtle and ingenious movements of body and hands. Love
 relationships can be adoring, tender, and extremely romantic, or hurtful and deceptive. Do not
 let your sympathies sway you into a martyr complex where you feel protective or sorry for
 someone who is emotionally disturbed or heavily dependent upon drugs or alcohol. Children
 may require special treatment or care due to their sensitivity to their environment. Other
 children may require corrective braces on their feet or develop an allergy problem. This
 placement is associated with hidden influences surrounding love affairs. Be realistic in forming
 close ties. 

Libra  on the Sixth Cusp 
 Cooperative efforts may be required in your line of work during this trend. You don't mind

 working in collaboration with another, just so long as they pull their own weight -- otherwise,
 you can get quite antagonistic. It is possible that a female, or a business or marriage partner,
 may enter into your field of occupation and assist you. It is extremely healthful to drink plenty
 of fluids to maintain balance within the system, thereby avoiding the possibility of kidney
 problems. 
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Sagittarius  on the Seventh Cusp 
 People from all walks of life and from distant cities, including your in-laws, are apt to play

 an active role in your life during this trend. Your marriage or business partner may be required
 to do a great deal a traveling. It is also possible they may become involved in litigation. Social
 affairs are likely to be centered around sporting activities such as golfing, bowling, or exercise
 programs. 

Capricorn  on the Eighth Cusp 
 Your marriage, business partner, or close associate could make financial changes that will

 leave you feeling apprehensive about joint resources. They may consider retiring from their job
 or seek a different outlet in which the income is lesser. Perhaps they are securing a government
 position that offers long-range security rather than monetary gain. From time to time you will
 worry about your credit rating, but your bills always manage to get paid. A cooling trend
 surrounds your sexual activities as you become more aloof and reserved in this department of
 life. 

Capricorn  on the Ninth Cusp 
 Travel will be less frequent than in the past, and more likely to be connected with work or

 to visit a parent who may now live in a distant city. Personal projects for future growth and
 expansion may require many hours of working in isolation before you can achieve the success
 you desire. Your carefully laid plans and well-organized trips always seem to hit a frustrating
 snag. Either your plane is delayed and you have to wait hours for take-off or the matter
 connected with your travel did not go as well as you expected. Relax and don't be so uptight on
 these trips -- try to enjoy the company and the atmosphere.

Mars  in  Aquarius
 What are your goals in life? Your hopes and wishes? Your aspirations? Mars has progressed

 into Aquarius. To achieve your fondest desires, you will have to form a personal plan of action
 and go about it objectively. Only through self-assertiveness and personal initiative can you hope
 to succeed in your ambitions. Radio, TV, CBs, astrology, computers -- the electrical or
 mechanical fields -- may become a part of your daily affairs. Look inwardly for possible
 inventive abilities that could prove productive. Friends and associations can be either helpful or,
 at times, troublesome. Men who enter into your life are likely to appear almost out of nowhere,
 through the most unusual circumstances. They may have a weird sense of humor and be
 regarded by some as being somewhat different. 

Mars  in the  Ninth  House
 You are very enthusiastic in what you believe, but you may not always be successful in

 convincing others of your enterprising ideas, especially those who may regard your actions as
 hasty or somewhat premature. Your spirit of adventure and interest in travel may take you to far
 away places. New and challenging experiences are likely through the meeting of prominent
 people, foreigners, or those of a different background than your own. Always give yourself
 ample time to reach your destination when driving to distant places, thereby avoiding the
 necessity for speed and possible traffic violations. Unavoidable accidents may lead to a lawsuit,
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 perhaps through the unwise and hasty actions of another. In some cases, legal action may be
 filed against a manufacturer who will not rectify mechanical defects in a car, an appliance, or
 other machinery. This placement is often associated with surgery involving an in-law or
 someone living in a distant city. 

 Mars Quincuncx Jupiter (Prg-Nat) May 25, 2016
 You are terribly ambitious and anxious to succeed in some new challenging and personal

 endeavor. In your haste to get matters underway, impulsive and hasty actions may take
 precedence. Without proper forethought, you can easily overextend yourself financially or
 plunge into unwise business ventures. This is not the time to tackle legal, in-law, or religious
 conflicts or to enter into disputes involving sex or race discrimination. Travel or pleasurable
 trips can be a source of financial drain through extravagant tendencies. 

Aquarius  on the Tenth Cusp 
 A strange or unusual twist of fate or circumstances can bring unexpected career

 opportunities into your life. Friends and organizations can open the door to new outlets. Be
 careful in your dealings with acquaintances, for one can also bring about a reversal in your
 career. New electronic equipment, computers, tape recorders, or advanced technology will
 become a part of your vocational duties. You may have to attend conventions, group-related
 activities, or work with large masses of people. Aeronautics, television, radio, or astrology may
 hold new interests.

Moon  in  Pisces
 During this trend, you'll be feeling especially creative and may develop an interest in artistic

 pursuits, music lessons, or photography and cameras. There may be a susceptibility to external
 surroundings, permitting the moods and feelings of others to react upon your emotions. Be
 aware that someone in your immediate environment may try to instill a feeling of inferiority or
 create confused or deceptive conditions. Your imaginative perception and ability to see through
 other people may lessen their chance for manipulation. There will be a need or desire to seek
 periods of isolation, to savor a few hours of escapism from the tiring aspects of everyday
 existence -- read a good book, listen to music, or meditate and feel at one with the universe.
 Some sensitivity to certain medication is likely; one should only take those prescribed by a
 physician. Seek positive means of escapism and avoid the abuse of drugs or alcohol. This sign
 is associated with sensitive, weak, ill, or handicapped persons who may enter your life during
 this period. You may also have contacts with hospitals or other places of confinement. Note the
 house position of your progressed Moon to determine the area of life in which confusion or
 deception is likely to manifest itself.

Moon  in the  Tenth  House
 Direct your energy and efforts toward better business progress. Do not permit feelings of

 emotional insecurity to keep you from taking advantage of new career opportunities that offer
 greater scope for advancement and salary increases. Changes are likely to occur concerning
 occupational interests. Some of these changes may involve new bosses or employers, as this is
 the house affecting public recognition and one's credit rating. You will have to guard your
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 reputation along these lines. The city, state, or federal government, political figureheads, and
 politics may have some effect upon personal or business affairs. A woman may be instrumental
 in connection with business gains or losses. Parental matters (most likely your mother's) will be
 highlighted during this time. Blend the sign position of your progressed Moon with this house
 placement for greater scope concerning the employment picture.

 Moon Quincuncx Neptune (Prg-Prg) Mar 26, 2015
 You may come in touch with undesirable people who may try to engulf you in a sticky or

 intriguing situation. They are not likely to have your best interests at heart. Guard against
 possible deception and deceit through the opposite sex. Be alert to conditions surrounding your
 environment or place of work. You may be sensitive to hidden elements that are difficult to
 detect (such as paints, gases, oils, fumes, or toxic waste material). If you feel "out of sorts," so
 to speak, and can't place your finger on the problem, get a physical check-up. Then get a second
 opinion to make sure there has not been an oversight with the first one.

 Moon Square Uranus (Prg-Nat) Apr  4, 2015
 A difficult three month-period in which you may be prone to say and do hasty and

 impulsive things without considering the consequences. You may exhibit erratic or eccentric
 behavior that may later be cause for regret. Changing conditions and new opportunities may
 come your way, but obstacles may have to be overcome if you are to take advantage of them.
 You may experience difficulties with commitments made to clubs and organizations. Be
 selective of new friends, associations, and emotional ties with the opposite sex. You may be
 magnetically drawn to the wrong type or prone to acts of indiscretion.

 Moon Sesquiquadrate Jupiter (Prg-Prg) Apr  7, 2015
 There is an inclination to spend more than you can afford, with the possibility of

 overextending yourself financially through extravagance. Although your intentions were good,
 you may discover that you have promised more than you can actually deliver. Irritability may
 be present in your make-up. During this trend it may be best to avoid too much contact with
 close associations and family ties. Watch your health, and don't overindulge or overexercise.

 Moon Square Ascendant (Prg-Prg) Apr 13, 2015
 Emotional and domestic difficulties, especially where women are concerned. They are

 likely to be a source of irritation or interference with personal plans. This could result in a
 break-up of close emotional ties -- perhaps a separation from a loved one or parent. If running
 for public office, it would be wise to seek the counsel of someone experienced in public
 relations. Your own image will not project as well as you would prefer. A PR person can help
 to smooth the rough edges.

 Moon Square Uranus (Prg-Prg) Apr 30, 2015
 A difficult three month-period in which you may be prone to say and do hasty and

 impulsive things without considering the consequences. You may exhibit erratic or eccentric
 behavior that may later be cause for regret. Changing conditions and new opportunities may
 come your way, but obstacles may have to be overcome if you are to take advantage of them.
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 You may experience difficulties with commitments made to clubs and organizations. Be
 selective of new friends, associations, and emotional ties with the opposite sex. You may be
 magnetically drawn to the wrong type or prone to acts of indiscretion.

 Moon Quincuncx Neptune (Prg-Nat) May  6, 2015
 You may come in touch with undesirable people who may try to engulf you in a sticky or

 intriguing situation. They are not likely to have your best interests at heart. Guard against
 possible deception and deceit through the opposite sex. Be alert to conditions surrounding your
 environment or place of work. You may be sensitive to hidden elements that are difficult to
 detect (such as paints, gases, oils, fumes, or toxic waste material). If you feel "out of sorts," so
 to speak, and can't place your finger on the problem, get a physical check-up. Then get a second
 opinion to make sure there has not been an oversight with the first one.

 Moon Sesquiquadrate Jupiter (Prg-Nat) Jun 29, 2015
 There is an inclination to spend more than you can afford, with the possibility of

 overextending yourself financially through extravagance. Although your intentions were good,
 you may discover that you have promised more than you can actually deliver. Irritability may
 be present in your make-up. During this trend it may be best to avoid too much contact with
 close associations and family ties. Watch your health, and don't overindulge or overexercise.

 Moon Square Saturn (Prg-Nat) Aug 14, 2015
 Delays and hindrances during the next three months are likely to hold you back from getting

 satisfactory results through personal, financial, or business affairs. This can be a critical period
 in connection with a grandparent or other older members of the family. They may be a source
 for concern or added responsibility. You may withdraw from social contact due to an inner
 feeling of rejection or lack of emotional response. These trends do not favor new undertakings
 or making changes of a personal nature. There may be a vulnerability to frequent colds, chills,
 aching knees or bones, and possible dental problems. Your vitality may be low, so get plenty of
 rest and eat lots of hot foods.

 Moon Square Midheaven (Prg-Nat) Sep 18, 2015
 There is a possibility of undesirable changes in the domestic circle or through one's career.

 Emotional instability can push you into seeking an ultimatum from those you love the most. A
 new boss with whom you do not get along can cause emotional upsets. Affairs of grandparents
 or a parent may require your personal attention and concern. You may find yourself being
 drawn into the unpleasant task of resolving a family crisis. Parents can be quite demanding of
 your time and attention during this trend.

 Moon Square Saturn (Prg-Prg) Oct 14, 2015
 Delays and hindrances during the next three months are likely to hold you back from getting

 satisfactory results through personal, financial, or business affairs. This can be a critical period
 in connection with a grandparent or other older members of the family. They may be a source
 for concern or added responsibility. You may withdraw from social contact due to an inner
 feeling of rejection or lack of emotional response. These trends do not favor new undertakings
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 or making changes of a personal nature. There may be a vulnerability to frequent colds, chills,
 aching knees or bones, and possible dental problems. Your vitality may be low, so get plenty of
 rest and eat lots of hot foods.

 Moon Trine Moon (Prg-Nat) Oct 28, 2015
 The next three months should bring beneficial changes in personal affairs, business matters,

 or general conditions affecting domestic situations. Pleasant experiences are likely through
 women, and you should have great rapport with the general public. An enjoyable period, in
 which matters tend to flow freely without restriction and hindrances. A favorable trend for
 purchase or sale of property, and enlarging or remodeling of your home. 

 Moon Semisquare Sun (Prg-Nat) Mar  1, 2016
 Approximately three and one-half years ago, you may have undertaken a new start or

 direction in life. Some minor setback (an emotional crisis or other source of irritation) may have
 you wondering if you made the right decision. The emotions and your sense of pride may be
 hurt during this three-month trend, from rejection or what you may feel is undue criticism from
 others. This is a time to hold back and develop a "wait and see" attitude rather than push ahead
 against temporary prevailing obstacles. 

 Moon Sextile Venus (Prg-Prg) Mar 19, 2016
 Unless other conditions are prevailing in your life, this should be a happy, relaxed, and

 successful period -- one in which you should take advantage of all opportunities for social
 advancements. Do what you can to make yourself available for new contacts that can lead to
 successful linking of associations. Emotions and feelings are stirred, adding new zest to the
 marriage state or drawing attention from the opposite sex, if single. A general improvement of
 financial success, receiving of social invitations, flowers, or gifts is indicated. 

 Moon Trine Jupiter (Prg-Prg) Apr 28, 2016
 One of the most opportune periods for financial, business, and social affairs. Use a positive

 and constructive approach with this trend, commencing all new undertakings that promise good
 fortune and opportunities. Do all you can to improve personal conditions. This can be a
 milestone in which goals and objectives take new and favorable directions. This is a good time
 to speculate, invest, and make beneficial contacts or ties. Consider new educational pursuits or
 make travel plans.

 Moon Trine Jupiter (Prg-Nat) Jul 19, 2016
 One of the most opportune periods for financial, business, and social affairs. Use a positive

 and constructive approach with this trend, commencing all new undertakings that promise good
 fortune and opportunities. Do all you can to improve personal conditions. This can be a
 milestone in which goals and objectives take new and favorable directions. This is a good time
 to speculate, invest, and make beneficial contacts or ties. Consider new educational pursuits or
 make travel plans.
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 Moon Sesquiquadrate Pluto (Prg-Prg) Aug 11, 2016
 Emotional outbursts may be unleashed against those whom you feel are trying either to

 dominate you or to create changes that are upsetting to your environment. Although these
 changes may be necessary in the scheme of things, you may find it difficult adjusting to them.
 The altering of these conditions may result in separation from loved ones, and finding it hard to
 let go. It may be parents moving to a distant city, a child getting married, loss of an older
 member of the family, or a divorce. Whatever the circumstances, your domestic and emotional
 feelings will undergo an intense change.

 Moon Sesquiquadrate Pluto (Prg-Nat) Sep 13, 2016
 Emotional outbursts may be unleashed against those whom you feel are trying either to

 dominate you or to create changes that are upsetting to your environment. Although these
 changes may be necessary in the scheme of things, you may find it difficult adjusting to them.
 The altering of these conditions may result in separation from loved ones, and finding it hard to
 let go. It may be parents moving to a distant city, a child getting married, loss of an older
 member of the family, or a divorce. Whatever the circumstances, your domestic and emotional
 feelings will undergo an intense change.

 Moon Semisquare Mercury (Prg-Nat) Dec  5, 2016
 Your mind is not as alert as it should be, nor are you thinking in logical terms. Give careful

 consideration to what you say or put in writing. Faulty judgment can place you under heavy
 burdens or obligations, so it is best to sign nothing of importance during these three months.
 Avoid possible disputes or misunderstandings with relatives. It may be unwise to travel or
 consider the purchase of a car. In general terms, you should ignore idle gossip, confide in no
 one, and be your own counsel. 

 Moon Square Mars (Prg-Nat) Dec 14, 2016
 An extraordinary amount of energy can be unleashed, either in the negative or positive

 sense. It all depends upon your own attitude, and whether or not you can direct this physical
 and mental energy through constructive channels. This excessive force must be controlled if
 you are to avoid impulsive and hasty actions that you will later regret. Realize that this is an
 accident-prone tendency, so use care in driving and handling of sharp instruments. Be tolerant
 with close ties. Abrupt speech can cause hurt feelings and lead to unnecessary quarrels. Get a
 check-up where fevers, inflammations, or infections persist. 

 Venus Conjunction Midheaven (Prg-Nat) Feb 24, 2015
 Social functions may play an important role in connection with public affairs. This position

 enhances relationships with bosses, those in authority, and parents. This trend often coincides
 with marriage, birth of children, new vocational interests, and success in business or financial
 affairs. Women may play an important role in the successful advancement of your career. 

Pisces  on the Eleventh Cusp 
 Friends and acquaintances who are mentally, emotionally, or physically handicapped will
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 enter into your life from time to time. You have to be careful that they do not use you as a
 sounding board for their personal problems and sorrows. Because you are so trusting, and
 because you give so freely of yourself, it will be easy for friends to take advantage of your
 generosity. You will be deeply hurt by their words or actions when you discover they had no
 concern for your interests, only the advancement of theirs. This sign is associated with
 temperamental moods of a daughter or son-in-law or one that requires medication to control a
 health problem.

Sun  in  Aries
 Your progressed Sun in Aries adds a positive, ambitious, independent, and courageous

 coloring to your present character. No longer will you permit others to take unfair advantage of
 you. No longer will you permit personal feelings, emotions, and foolish pride to influence your
 actions. Your self-confidence, enthusiasm, and initiative are enhanced. If and when you lose
 your temper, it will not be directed at the individual as much as the idea they represent. Success
 in new enterprises and undertakings depends solely upon the type of energy you put forth. Be
 optimistic and sincere when new challenges confront you. Unreliable men of weak character
 will soon be dropped from your circle of acquaintances. They will be replaced with the strong,
 masculine, independent type -- those who are decisive and leaders in their own sphere.

Sun  in the  Eleventh  House
 You like to observe people, and you have good intuitive insight into their general makeup

 and character traits, possessing an uncanny knowledge of human nature. You have a
 revolutionary spirit, coupled with a strong dislike for personal restriction. New friends and
 associates of a prominent background will enter your life and may help you advance in your
 desired goal or aim. Involvements with clubs and organizations may place you in an important
 position of authority. You work well with groups of people or group-related activities. A male
 friend, step-child, or  son-in-law may play an active role in your life. 

Mercury  in  Aries
 As Mercury progresses into the positive sign of Aries, you are becoming more expressive

 and assertive in your manner of speaking. You are more independent and courageous in your
 opinions and in making decisions. There is increased originality in thought, ideas, and
 intellectual adventures. There may be a strong desire for personal freedom and action, inspiring
 an interest in driving lessons and having your own car. Be careful of hasty or impulsive
 decisions that may be cause for regret later. Try to avoid possible disputes that may arise
 through siblings. 

Mercury  in the  Eleventh  House
 You have revolutionary and progressive ideas and an inventive mind, and you may have a

 talent for speaking. You prefer friends and associates of intellectual caliber, with whom you are
 able to exchange ideas and views. If you hold an officer's position with a club or organization, it
 is likely to be on the secretarial level -- keeping books or minutes of the meetings, handling the
 correspondences, and making necessary phone calls. You may attend seminars, conventions, or
 lectures for the opportunity to gain new insight and knowledge on various subjects. In one way
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 or another this placement will bring you in touch with radio, television, CBs, technical
 equipment, or computers. 

 Mercury Sextile Saturn (Prg-Prg) Jan 28, 2015
 You have good concentrative and constructive ability with the capacity to organize, handle

 details, and make far-reaching plans. You can benefit through matters requiring isolated
 conditions such as research, writing, and studying in quiet solitude. You have a keen sense of
 responsibility that enables you to handle your duties to the best of your ability. You may
 receive letters or phone calls from individuals you have not seen in a long time. People from the
 past are likely to re-enter your life during this trend. Older individuals, a parent, or an authority
 figure can be of beneficial assistance. 

 Moon Square Mercury (Prg-Nat) May 21, 2015
 You will have to be careful when dealing with correspondences, documents, purchase

 agreements, contracts, or important phone calls. There may be some misleading statements or
 lack of clarity in verbal details that can easily be misunderstood. It would be wise to double
 check such matters during this trend. Negotiations, appointments, or business meetings are
 likely to undergo an upsetting change of plans. Too many projects can be demanding of your
 time and force a delay in promised deliveries. Should travel be necessary, use precaution by
 having the car checked in advance by a reliable mechanic. Disputes or matters of concern will
 surround the affairs of brothers, sisters, or other close ties. In general, these three months are
 not favorable for travel, purchase of a car, new ventures, or business. 

 Mercury Sextile Mercury (Prg-Nat) Sep 19, 2015
 Your mentality is highly stimulated, increasing intellectual interests and all forms of

 communication. This is a beneficial time to undertake new studies, hobbies, educational
 pursuits, literary work, attending lectures, and speaking. A busy period for frequent short
 travels, phone calls, and letter writing. This is a good time to visit and cement relationships with
 brothers, sisters, and close family ties. 

 Mercury Semisquare Ascendant (Prg-Nat) Mar 29, 2016
 This is a difficult period for self-expression in any form of communications. No matter how

 hard you try to convey your thoughts in a logical manner, there will be times when you will be
 totally misunderstood. There is the tendency to judge wrongly, so be sure of all the facts
 presented to you before you make any accusations against another person. An important letter,
 document, book, or other printed material may be a source of conflict between you, your
 partner, or a close family member. 

Aries  on the Twelfth Cusp 
 Personal energy will be applied to projects requiring behind-the-scenes activities. You will

 find yourself getting involved in a variety of vocational duties that call for isolated conditions.
 To get a job done properly, you'll have to do it yourself. Reliance on others will not always
 work out the way you expect. You are vulnerable and sensitive. You have to be deeply hurt
 before you lash out in angry retorts and bitter resentments. No one gets a second chance with
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 you --- once they become an enemy, they are written off for life. This sign is associated with
 sensitivity to certain medications that can result in inflammation or rashes.

Venus  in  Taurus
 This is one of the best signs for progressed Venus. She not only represents peace, harmony,

 and affection, but in Taurus she instills greater opportunity for financial gain. This is a
 favorable position for making money and gaining possessions through one's own effort. Your
 overly generous habits and impulsive spending will be curbed somewhat. You are likely to
 spend more freely for the pleasures derived from personal comforts which take precedence
 now. Emotional feelings are stronger, faithful, and lasting. You will be more precise, selective,
 and give more thought in your choice of a partner, whether for business or in marriage. 

Venus  in the  Twelfth  House
 You have great receptivity for art, music, and beautiful surroundings. Excessive noise,

 arguments, or upheaval in your environment is very upsetting to your sense of balance and
 well-being. You desire peace and harmony at all costs; if necessary you will seek seclusion to
 attain it. Your nature is refined, gracious, and well mannered. You loathe coarse language, and
 will walk away from anyone who tries to use it in an argument. It may be difficult for you to
 outwardly express your affections, for you can be quite secretive concerning your emotions. Do
 not permit others to work on your sympathy and thereby talk you into lending them monetary or
 material goods. This is a sensitive placement that may one day introduce a female into your life
 who will be emotionally, mentally, or physically handicapped. She may teach you how to
 develop strength of character and compassion for others. 

Uranus  in the  Twelfth  House
 Unforeseen circumstances or situations may restrict you from forming close ties with

 friends or taking an active role in any club or organization. Perhaps it is your job or
 responsibility with young children that is turning you into a loner, creating a sort of isolated
 condition. For those who are active with associations, you may feel as though your hard work
 and volunteer efforts are going unnoticed and unappreciated. After a while, you may lessen
 your activities and take a passive role. From time to time, you may receive unexpected good
 fortune from forgotten or hidden issues, or unexpected gifts from friends who want to repay you
 for past favors. Treat some of your friends with "kid gloves," for they may turn into secret
 enemies. This placement is associated with sudden and unexpected trips to the hospital with a
 member of the family. 

 Ascendant Conjunction Uranus (Prg-Prg) Nov 21, 2015
 You are entering a very nervous state in which you are likely to rebel against anyone that

 tries to restrict your freedom of expression and action. You will not tolerate any interference in
 your activities or chosen way of life. Should this spirit of independence be carried to the
 extreme, it can cause friction with those in your immediate environment. Misunderstandings or
 conflicts with parents, bosses, friends, and marital or business partnerships are likely. Expect
 possible changes through unsettling experiences in which you may be forced to close the door
 on one area of life, only to enter into a new and unexpected set of circumstances. New and
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 unusual friendships and acquaintances will be made. This can be a progressive period if you
 exercise patience and tolerance in everyday affairs. 
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